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Commissioning Manual
First of all, thank you for using our company's products, we

will wholeheartedly provide you with quality service.

In order to improve the company's customer service

system, improve the level of after-sales service, and standardize

the operation process of the company's product after-sales

service and debugging, the following instructions are specially

formulated for all staff to abide by.

Catalog (2021 Edition)

一、Blow molding machine accessories brand

二、Debugging work content

三、Problems existing in the process of blowing and forming problems

and solutions

Blow molding machine accessories brand
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brand Origin product picture

日本 三菱

PLC.伺服驱动 电机

PLC.Servo drive motor

瑞士赛驰
组合吹气阀

Combined blow valve

台湾亚德克

气缸 电磁阀 直线导轨

Cylinder Solenoid Valve
Linear Guide

日本 SMC
气缸 电磁阀

Cylinder Solenoid Valve

德国西门子

PLC.伺服驱动 电机 低

压电器

PLC. Servo drive Motor
Low voltage electrical

appliances

修江
变压器

transformer

法国 施耐德

接触器，中间继电器

24V 变压器

Contactor, intermediate
relay 24V transformer
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中国 德力西

断路器，接触器

circuit breaker,
contactor

韩国 ARK
电磁阀

The electromagnetic
valve

中国 塞纳德 减速机

reducer
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台湾 利铭 减速机

reducer

江苏 信捷 PLC 伺服

PLC Servo

德国 费斯托 气缸 电磁阀

Cylinder Solenoid Valve

法国诺冠 高压吹气阀

High pressure blow
valve

中国 灵德 封口气缸 组合阀

Sealing cylinder
Combination valve

台湾元利富 磁性开关

Magnetic switch

宁波 全佳 吹气铜阀

Blow copper valve

美国帕克 吹气铜阀

Blow copper valve

南京恒达空压

机

活塞空压机

Piston Air Compressor
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南京尚爱空压

机

活塞空压机

Piston Air Compressor

广东大满贯 增压空压机

Booster Air Compressor

广东新翼 冷水机

Water chiller

浙江尚星 冷干机、低压空压机、

储气罐、过滤器

Cold dryer, low pressure
air compressor, air
storage tank, filter
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Out-of-office debugging work table

Workflow table

Project Work content Remark

Check the delivery list
After arriving, check the delivery list to see if
there is any omission or loss, and
communicate with the company and
customers in time if there is any loss.

machine placement
Pre-set the position of the air compressor,
one step, optimistic about the distance of the
air compressor, generally speaking, the
pressure of the machine air compressor from
the main pipeline is not more than 30
meters.

circuit installation

After determining the power of the machine,
communicate with the customer the size of
the wire (try to use the national standard
copper wire, if the lamp is 220V and the zero
live wire should be the same size)

The length and size of the wire are
pre-calculated, and the power is
below 15KW 10²
Below 30KW 16²
Below 60KW 25²
below 100KW 36²
(all copper national standard line)

Gas line installation

The machine and air compressor are
connected with hydraulic high pressure hose,
the high pressure main pipeline is welded
with 1 inch 4-5 mm thick seamless steel pipe
(4.0Mpa pressure resistance), and the low
pressure is welded with PPR water supply
pipe (1.2Mpa resistance).

Waterway installation
The chiller should not be more than 5 meters
away from the machine
PPR water pipe connection

The chiller temperature is set between
13-16 degrees

Check before power on

Check whether the voltage and circuit of all
electrical appliances are correct, whether
there are virtual connections in the wires,
whether the staff is in a safe position, and
whether the screws of the equipment are
loose during transportation, before powering
on the test machine.
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Debug the machine Commissioning manual see attached sheet Arrange customer personnel to track
and learn during the debugging process

training operation
Train the other party's employees on startup
and shutdown, mold change, machine
maintenance, air compressor maintenance
and daily machine alarm repair and
maintenance

Check the machine
screws

After 24 hours of normal operation of the
equipment, stop the machine to check
whether the screws, cylinders and servo
motors are loose

essential step

Sign Commissioning
Qualification List

After the equipment runs normally, a
commissioning acceptance form is provided
for the customer to sign and approve

If the customer fails to sign or refuses
to sign, promptly communicate the
reason with the company. (Report with
the business personnel in advance
before leaving the client company)

Problems in the process of blowing bottles

and their causes and solutions

Poor transparency of PET bottles

Reason Solution

The heating temperature is too high cool down

Heating time is too long Shorten heating time

Compressed air contains moisture Remove water with a dryer

The injection preform itself is opaque Improve the quality of preforms, select

materials and improve the dryness of raw

materials

Inappropriate preform design Improve preform size design

Inflation ratio is too small Reduce the diameter of the preform

PET bottles appear pearly white

Reason Solution

Heating temperature is too low Warm up or slow down the revolution speed

Uneven wall thickness of preform Improve preform quality

The thickness of the preform is too

thick, and the heating and penetration

are insufficient

Decrease the thickness of the preform, or

try to raise the cover of the heating

device to increase the temperature
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distribution of the preform surface。

The position of the water outlet at the bottom of the PET bottle is offset

Reason Solution

Start blowing too early Delay the blow time or increase the

lowering speed of the stretch rod

The stretch rod doesn't go all the way

down

Adjust the position of the auto switch

Stretching rod is offset from the

centerline of the bottle axis

Adjust the stretch rod position

Uneven wall thickness of preform or

uneven injection density

Improve preform quality

uneven heating Improve heating conditions, or check if

there is any problem with preform

rotation

Uneven wall thickness of PET bottles

Reason Solution

The position of the stretch rod is not in

the center of the embryo tube

Adjust the stretch rod position

The blow holes are asymmetrical and have

different diameters

Adjust the position and diameter of the

blowing hole

The stretching ratio is too low or the

inflation ratio is too small

Increase the stretching ratio or the

blowing ratio

The preform does not rotate in the

heating furnace

Check the rotation device

Uneven wall thickness of preform or

uneven injection density

Improve preform quality

The top of the bottle is too thick

Reason Solution

The temperature of the upper part is too

low

Warm up the upper part

The position of the mold exhaust hole is

too far from the upper part

Adjust the vent position

The draw ratio is too low Increase the stretch ratio

The inflation ratio of the upper part of

the bottle is too low

change bottle shape

Stretching rod speed is too slow Adjust stretch rod speed

The bottom of the bottle is too thin

Reason Solution

Start blowing too early Delay start blow time

Bottom temperature is too high lower bottom temperature
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The bottom of the preform is too thin Increase the thickness of the preform

bottom

The parting line of the bottle is obvious

Reason Solution

Insufficient clamping pressure Increase the clamping pressure and adjust

the angle of the clamping struts (<5

degrees)

Too early to seal Move the mold clamping travel switch

position backward

There is a problem with the mold

Repair the mold or check the mold assembly

position, such as whether the guide post

is loose, or whether the mold is not

compressed

The size of the tooth opening of the germ

tube does not match the mold

Repair mold mouth matching position

The bottom of the bottle or the neck of the bottle is rolled up and accumulated

Reason Solution

Delayed blow time is too long Shorten the delayed blow time or reduce

the lowering speed of the stretch rod

one roll, one good Turn down the air volume on one side of

the bottle

The temperature at the accumulation

point is too low

Increase the heating temperature at the

preform

The air pressure for action is unstable,

which affects the descending speed of the

stretching rod

Add a gas storage tank to the action gas

source, or shorten the gas supply

pipeline

Bottom stretch perforation

Reason Solution

Insufficient temperature, no

penetration

warming

Extended stretch time is too long Shorten time delay stretching

The stretch ratio is too large Reduce stretch ratio

The bottom of the embryo tube is too thin Improved preform bottom design

The stretcher head is too sharp Rounded stretch rod head

Bottom burst

Reason Solution

Delayed blow time is too short Extend the delayed blow time or increase

the lowering speed of the stretch rod

Delay mold opening time is too short Extended delay mold opening time

temperature is too high cool down
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Exhaust valve not working Clean the exhaust valve with gasoline

The bottom of the bottle is not full

Reason Solution

Bottom temperature is too high Lower the temperature at the bottom of the

heating zone or use a damp cloth to lower

the temperature at the bottom of the

preform

Insufficient or uneven venting holes at

the bottom of the mold bottle

Increase the number of vents and

distribute them evenly

The stretch rod has not reached the

bottom

Adjust the stretch rod to the bottom of

the bottle

Stretching rod head design does not

conform to the bottom shape of the

preform

Replacing the stretch rod head

Insufficient blowing pressure Increase the blowing pressure

Insufficient flow of blow valve Clean the blow valve with gasoline

Poor bottom curve design Increase the streamlined design of the

bottle bottom curve

Frequently Asked Questions and Solutions

Thick on the top

and thin on the

bottom

Delay the pre-blowing time, or reduce the pre-blowing pressure

and reduce the air flow.

Thick bottom and

thin top

Contrary to the above.

wrinkle under neck The pre-blowing is too late or the pre-blowing pressure is too

low, or the billet is not cooled well here.

The bottom of the

bottle is white

The preform is too cold; it is too stretched; the pre-blow is

too early or the pre-blow pressure is too high.

The bottom of the

bottle produces a

magnifying glass

phenomenon

Too much bottom material in the bottle; pre-blow too late,

pre-blow pressure too low.

The bottom of the

bottle is wrinkled

The bottom temperature is too high (the cooling at the gate is

not good); the pre-blowing pressure is too low and the flow rate

is too small.

The entire bottle

is cloudy (opaque)

Not cooling enough.

local whitening Excessive stretching, the temperature here is too low, or the

pre-blow is too early, or the stretching rod is hit.

Bottom off center

It may be related to preform temperature, stretching,

pre-blowing, high-pressure blowing, etc. Reduce the
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temperature of the preform; speed up the stretching speed; check

the gap between the tie rod head and the bottom mold; delay the

pre-blowing to reduce the pre-blowing pressure; delay the

high-pressure blowing; check whether the preform is off-center.


